Question classification is of crucial importance for question answering.In question classification,the accuracy of ML algorithms was found to significantly outperform other approaches.The two key issues in classification with a ML-based approach are classifier design and feature selection.Support
Introduction
With the rapid growth of text available on the Internet,it has become more difficult for users to find specific information.The standard approach of querying an Internet search engine often returns thousands of results,containing a ranked list of documents along with their partial content(snippets).For an average Internet user,it is often time-consuming and laborious to find requested information.Often,in order to find it,a user has to connect to several servers and scan through dozens of documents.We think that for a human being the most natural and straightforward approach to such a task is to ask a question in a natural language form.The output ought to be a correct answer resembling as much as possible those
given by human beings.The realization of this task is an active research field in the current Question Answering(QA)systems.
In order to provide a correct answer to a question from a large collection of documents,like that of the Internet,one needs to impose some constraints on the scope of possible answers.
A constraint frequently used in QA systems is a question category.Question classification assigns a category to a given question based on the type of answer entity the question represents candidates.Consequently,a computer system does not need to verify all candidates found in the retrieved documents to decide if it is a correct answer to a given question.Because a answer,question classification is of prime importance for QA systems.
The Bag-of-Words(BOW)approach is frequently used in a number of classification tasks, including question and text classification,where it obtains a state of the art performance.
However,in our opinion in the case of question classification,where a given text is a few words long sentence,a classifier achieves higher precision by combining many features and learning"dense"concepts.In this paper we describe the automatic method of question classification using Support Vector Machines(SVM)) Cortes and Vapnik 1995; Vapnik 1995) in a taxonomy that includes 6 coarse-grained and 50 fine-grained categories and evaluate 3 new feature types(Subordinate Word Category,Question Focus and Syntactic-Semantic Structure)that help to exploit additional information that is useful for question classification.As the results demonstrate,the inclusion of these feature types provides higher accuracy in the question classification task,compared to that obtained using the BOW approach.Furthermore,the accuracy achieved using the set of the introduced feature types is the highest result reported in the literature so far for this taxonomy and dataset.
Question Classification
Question classification is of crucial importance for QA Systems.Question classification is defined as the task that,given a question,maps it to one of k classes,which provide a semantic constraint on the sought-after answer (Li and Roth 2002) .This information,typically with other constraints on the answer,is used in a downstream process that leads to selection of a correct answer from among several candidates.As described in the literature,a QA system that is able to classify a question with more detailed taxonomy and use this information to extract and verify answer candidates,achieves higher overall accuracy (Cardie,Ng,Pierce and Buckley 2000; Pasca,Harabagiu 2001) .Additionally,in some systems question category information is also used in a question category dependent query formation process (Skowron, Araki 2004) .As the results show,such a query retrieves a less distorted set of documents, where a correct answer appears more frequently,compared to a set retrieved with a query formed in the standard keyword-based approach. In our work,we used hierarchical,two-layered taxonomy proposed by Li and Roth in (Li et al.2002) consisting of 6 coarse-grained and 50 fine-grained categories[ Table 1 ] .Recently, this taxonomy was employed also in other QA systems,and different approaches to automatic question classification were evaluated based on it (Brown 2003; Hacioglu and Ward 2003; Li 2002; Li et al.2002; Zhang and Lee 2003) .We decided to use this taxonomy because of its effective overall coverage of question types that are usable by the answer candidate verification module of our QA system,and a freely available training dataset.Using it,we could also compare the question classification results of our SVM based classifier to other methods that used the same dataset.
For the training and evaluation of our question classifier,we use the publicly available dataset provided by USC (Hovy,Gerber,Hermajakob,Lin and Ravichandran 1999) ,UIUC (Li et al.2002) and TREC (Voorhees 1999 (Voorhees ,2000 (Voorhees ,2001 ,which consists of 5,500 classified questions for the training set,and 500 more for testing.The test data is a set from the Question Answering Track of TREC 10.The training set is assembled from previous TREC questions as well as from archives of online question answering systems.All the questions from these datasets have been manually labeled using the taxonomy presented in Table 1 ,by UIUC (Li et al.2002) . Vol.12 No.6 Nov.2005 3
Previous Method
The approaches to question classification can be discriminated into the following three main groups:rule-based,language modeling and machine learning based1.
In the rule based approach,hand-written grammar rules and a set of regular expression are employed to parse a question and to determine the answer type (Durme,Huang,Kupsc and Nyberg 2003) .With this approach the researches have faced a number of limitations:
Considering these limitations,the majority of systems that use hand-written rules are bound to use a limited number of question type categories.Consequently,question category information is limited to its use,which as previously described,influences the performance of the whole QA system (Cardie et al.2000; Pasca et al.2001 ).In the machine learning approach, expert knowledge is replaced by a sufficiently large set of labeled questions.Using this collection,a classifier is trained in a supervised manner.Possible choices of classifiers include but are not limited to:Neural Network,Naive Bayes,Decision Tree and Support Vector Machines.
The machine learning approach addresses many limitations of the rule-based method,which were presented above.The advantages include:
At present,the results achieved using the machine learning approach represents a state of the art in question classification.The different machine learning methods presented below utilized the same taxonomy and dataset as described in Section 2.
Currently,the primary machine learning algorithm used for question classification is Support Vector Machines(SVM)) (Hacioglu et al.2003; Suzuki,Taira,Sasaki,Maeda 2002; Zhang et al.2003 which is similar to question classification (Joachims 1998; Rennie,Rifkin 2001; Taira,Haruno 1999) .However,as the results presented in the literature demonstrate,the highest question classification accuracy was obtained using the SNoW learning architecture-based ( (Li et al.2002) are presented in Table 2 .
Similar results was reported in later work that used the SVM classifier with the BOW features (Hacioglu et al.2003) .The authors performed the experiments after dimensionality reduction by computing the term space transformation using singular value decomposition of two-class problems.The accuracy improvement to 82.0%,was reported in a Bag-of-Bigrams approach,after the inclusion of the name entity based features for the seven selected Named Entity categories (Bikel,Schwartz,Weischedel 1999) . The work of Li and Roth (Li et al.2002) described the system that obtained the highest question classification accuracy achieved up to date for the presented taxonomy and dataset, using the classifier based on the SNoW(Sparse Network of Winnows, (Roth 1998) )learning architecture.The classifier was trained using a rich selection of features including:part-ofspeech(POS)tags,non-overlapping phrases(chunks),named entities(NEs),head chunks, semantically related words,conjunctive(N-grams)and relational features.The total number of features used is approximately 200,000;for each question,up to a couple hundred are active. As presented in Table 2 ,despite the fact that SVM was found to outperform other machine learning approaches in several applications,the highest result obtained so far for the question classification task was achieved using the SNoW learning architecture.We think that the high performance of SNoW classifier is the result of the sensible selection and effective application of a rich set of features,especially those based on the semantic analysis.Up to date,no SVM based classifier was able to successfully employ a similar number of features to provide such detailed representation of questions,helpful in the classification task.Support Vector Machines (Cortes et al.1995; Vapnik 1995) is based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle from Computational Learning Theory (Vapnik 1995) .The SVM in the basic form learns the linear hyperplane that separates a set of positive examples from a set of negative examples with maximum margin(the margin is defined by the distance of the hyperplane to the nearest of the positive and negative examples) (Marquez 2000) .By using appropriate kernel functions, SVM can be extended to learn polonymical classifiers,radial basic function(RBF)network, and three-layer sigmoid neural nets.
The selection of this classifier was based on the following observations,concerning the properties of the SVM and the requirements of the question classification with the proposed method4:
• High dimensional input space.
In the experiments to be discussed later,the number of used features is close to 9900.
• Dense concepts and sparse instances.
As the previous results demonstrated,the effective SVM based classifier should combine many features(learn a"dense"concepts).The feature types introduced in this work, provide such an additional density to a used questions representation.
The objective of our experiment is to classify a given question to one of 50 possible cat- 
Proposed Method
The feature selection is required to find a balance between the need to provide sufficient information to the classifier and the danger of providing them in excess.In the former,because of a lack of sufficient information the classifier is not able to effectively discriminate the test questions based on the learned model.On the other hand,providing too many features leads to overfitting during a training process with sparse data,introduces noise in the feature space, and inflicts higher computational complexity.A frequently used solution is dimensionality reduction.Here,care has to be taken to minimize the loss of features that are useful for the classification.
As demonstrated in the previous works,the feature selection is of crucial importance for a wide spectrum of classification task,that use machine learning (Li et al.2002; Suzuki et al. 2002; Taira et al.1999) .Question classification to some extent is similar to text categorization.The goal in the latter is to assign a given text to a previously defined class.In question classification,a given text is usually a few words long sentence.As shown in (Li et al.2002) , question classification requires more complicated features than text categorization.However, in spite of SVM robustness to handle large feature sets,as of yet there are no similarly effective applications of such a rich set of features for the SVM based classifier.Motivated by this, we decided to introduce new feature types for the SVM based classifier and to evaluate their impact on the accuracy of question classification.
The Bag-of-Words approach is frequently used in a number of classification tasks including question classification.However,in our opinion,with this approach the classifier is not able to take full advantage of information contained in a question.In the BOW approach,a word can be used only directly,by checking whether it exists in a feature space or not.Similarly,in the training process,the model is created without utilizing the semantic information contained in question words.A word position in a sentence is another overlooked information,similar to information on syntactic-semantic structures.To address these limitations we introduce three new feature types for the question classification task.These are:Subordinate Word Category,
Subordinate Word Category
In the Bag-of-Words and similar approaches(eg.Bag-of-Ngrams),information contained in a word can be used only directly.In the training process of a classifier as well as during classification of test questions,other types of information existing on different layers(eg.semantic)are not utilized.Consequently,without providing a representation of a given word in a higher,more general level,the words that less frequently occur in a dataset are used only to a very limited extent,if used at all.We think that these words possess valuable semantic information,which is useful for question classification.In several cases,the remaining words exist at the same time,in several question categories,and as such do not provide sufficient information to the classifier to correctly assign a question category.For example in the test question"What is the proper name for a female walrus?"the words"What","is","proper", "for"or"female"can be found in several categories,while the word"walrus"did not appear in training data.In this situation the word"walrus",the only one that could potentially provide really useful information to a classifier can not be used in the BOW approach,thus it is difficult to correctly discriminate such questions.
To capture semantic information contained in a word on a higher level of representation we propose a new feature type,the Subordinate Word Category.This feature type is realized by assigning a WordNet (Miller 1995) hypernym to common nouns found in a given question.
For a given noun a WordNet hypernym provides several generic words at different abstract level,starting from the most specific to the ones that convey more general meaning of a noun.
While seeking more universal representation of a given noun,the procedure used to discover Subordinate Word Category aims also at ensuring that assigned hypernym closely preserves the original meaning of an initial noun.The procedure includes the following steps:
• Extract common nouns from a question.
• If exists,find a set of hypernyms for each of a noun.
• Preserving the order of assigned hypernyms reflecting hypernyms abstraction level,find the first one that matches a hypernym from the ordered list,as presented in Table 3 .
• Assign a discovered hypernym as a new feature for a given question and in case of the training data adding as a new entry to a feature space.
The list of used hypernyms includes 20 categories,presented in Table 3 along with the examples of the corresponding nouns.Additionally,a common category"YEAR"is assigned for cardinal numbers consisting of four digits,and used to substitute the original word.Similarly, the category"NUMBER"is used for all the remaining cardinal numbers.
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Question Focus
For the purpose of the question classification task,the question focus can be defined as a word in the given question that disambiguates it and emphasizes the expected answer type.In the Bag-of-Words approach all words are treated equally without considering their position in a question.Question focus word,which is often a valuable indication of question category is another type of information that cannot be used in this approach.To exploit this additional, useful for classification information we introduce the Question Focus feature type.
In the experiments that follow a question focus word is recognized using a set of the regular expressions applied to a POS tagged question (Brill 1995) .The set of expressions used to discover a question focus word,was developed based on human-knowledge,supported by the analysis of questions from TREC-8,TREC-9,TREC-10, TREC-2002 ,TREC-2003 5.The procedure used to assign the Question Focus feature includes the following steps:
• From the list of regular expressions as presented in Table 4 ,find one applicable to a given POS-tagged question.If for a given question,such regular expression does not exit the Question Focus feature is not assigned.
• Apply a discovered regular expression,to find a question focus word.
• Assign a discovered question focus word as a new feature for a given question and in case of the training data add as a new entry to a feature space.
For example,one of the regular expression searches for the first common noun appearing after the word"What".For instance,in the question:"What county is Chicago in?"the word"county"is recognized to be the question focus word.After applying this feature a few questions from the"LOC:other"category,both in training and test data,gain the additional common feature.Similarly,if discovered the question focus words are assigned for the remain- Table 4 Regular expressions used to discover a Question Focus word.
ing questions from this category,as well as for the questions contained in the other categories from the dataset.Other regular expressions used to discover the question focus words include the one that assigns the word"speed"to be the focus word in the question"How fast is the speed of light?"(NUM:speed),word"flower"in the sentence"What is Australia's national quently spoken language in the Netherlands?"(ENTY:language). Table  4 presents the regular expressions used to discover a question focus word.
Syntactic-Semantic Structure
Our analysis of the dataset revealed that some syntactic-semantic structures that frequently exist in questions from one category do not appear in the others.In our opinion,the ability to exploit these structures provides a valuable information for a classifier that is overlooked in the standard Bag-of-Words approach.To construct highly distinguishable patterns,the syntacticsemantic structures need to be general enough to allow variation of different questions that belongs to one category,and at the same time,strict enough to capture the differences between questions from one category and the others.In this work the structures were automatically generated based on the training dataset,with the following processing:
1988))value,select and later preserve in the original form the collection of"categories important nouns".The TFIDF value is obtained based on the training questions,where each question is treated as a single document.
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given word(first letter capitalization,capitalization of the following letters,existence of the non-letter characters and numbers)6. • Substitute the cardinal numbers with one,common token.
If such a structure is found to exist at least twice in one and only one question category it is stored and assigned as an additional,common feature to questions that share it.The examples include the structure"What are<noun composed of only small letters>"frequently found in the DESC:def category,like in the question"What are sunspots",structure"Where is the<noun composed of a capitalized letter followed by small letters><noun composed of a capitalized letter followed by small letters>"characteristic for the LOC:other category,like in the sentence"Where is the Euphrates River"or"What is<noun composed of only small letters>made of",that exists in the ENTY:substance category,like in the question"What is pastrami made of".Using the described method,147 structures were found,providing an additional feature for various questions from 25 different categories.
Experiments
As explained in (Li et al.2002 )the authors were aware that using their taxonomy,the classification of some questions may be ambiguous between few question categories.In their works,the classifier is permitted to assign a multiple labels to one question,in case if the classifier confidence level is low.Although this approach can be beneficial in practical application to a QA system,for the sake of achieving a strict measure of classification accuracy we decided to count the precision of correctly classified questions using only the first answer category assigned by the classifier. Our experiments,as well as the results presented in (Zhang et al.2003) demonstrated, that under the fine-grained category definition the SVM based classifier achieves the highest accuracy with the linear kernel,using the Bag-of-Words,compared to ones obtained with other kernels,and using Bag-of-Bigrams approach.Hence,in the experiments that follow,the results obtained using the linear kernel with the BOW features are considered as a base-line for the results comparison.Additional experiments,which results are presented in Table 5 show that the usage of different number of features(set obtained after excluding the words that appeared more than:1000 times(F1),700 times(F2)and 1200 times(F3)),using uppercased letters(UC),the POS tagged words(POS),and Bag-of-Ngrams approach(BON)did not bring improvement. Table 5 The question classification accuracy for the first classification under the fine-grained categories using base-line approach with different number and type of features. The classifier was trained on 5 different size training datasets and tested on the set of 500 questions from TREC 10. Table  6 The results obtained after adding various sets of the feature types are presented in Table   7 .The highest accuracy of 85.6% was achieved in the run using all the proposed feature types (SWC QF SSS),bringing approximately 27% error reduction compared to the Bag-of-Words features only.This result,obtained by the SVM based classifier,is higher than those reported in the previous researches (Brown 2003; Hacioglu et al.2003; Li 2002; Li et al.2002; Zhang et al.2003) ,for the same training and test data collection.A complete list of test questions misclassified using the proposed method is presented in Appendix in Tables 10,11 and 12. Table 8 Examples of questions misclassified in a BOW and correctly classified using the set of new feature types(SWC QF SSS). To verify how significant was the improvement obtained with the new feature types the set of McNemar's tests (Dietterich 1997) comparing the baseline approach to the BOW extended with the different sets of the new feature types was performed.The test results proofed that there was an extremely statistically significant difference(the p-value of 3.47e-06)between the proposed method(full set of the feature types SWC QF SSS)and the baseline-approach. be exploited in the standard Bag-of-Words approach.Additionally,using these features,the classifier could"learn faster",from a smaller set of training data;a similar accuracy to this obtained in the BOW approach using 5500 training questions,was achieved using a set of 2000 questions.Using the whole set of the presented feature types the classifier,achieved the result of 85.6%,for the first classification under the fine-grained categories definition.This result demonstrates that semantic and structural information contained in a question can provide highly discriminative features that help to classify a given question to a correct category.All the presented feature types are based on the freely available tools,like POS tagger (Brill 1995) and WordNet (Miller 1995) .
The closer analyze of the misclassified questions revealed that some of them are the result of inconsequent labeling of questions in the dataset.For example,the questions"Where is Amsterdam?"from the training data and similar question"Where is Milan?"from the test data have different labels,"LOC:other"and"LOC:city",respectively.Similarly,the test questions"What is the life expectancy for crickets?"and"What is the life expectancy for dollar bill?"are labeled"NUM:other"while the training question"What is the life expectancy of an elephant?"is labeled"NUM:period".In the test set,twelve questions with the inconsistent labels were discovered.In the run that used the corrected labels for these questions,the accuracy improvement of 1.2% was achieved for the set all of feature types, bringing the accuracy rate to 86.8%.
Conclusion
Question classification is of prime importance for question answering,and as the previous works demonstrated a system that is able to correctly classify a question with a detailed taxonomy and use this information to extract and verify answer candidates obtains higher overall accuracy.This paper presented a machine learning based approach to question classification task using Support Vector Machines.We proposed three new feature types that address the limitations of the Bag-of-Words and similarapproaches(eg.Bag-of-Ngrams)frequently used in several classification tasks.The experimental results demonstrate that the inclusion of the new features types Subordinate Word Category,Question Focus and Syntactic-Semantic Structure was useful for improving the performance of the classifier over the Bag-of-Words approach.Using the set of three feature types,a result of 85.6% was achieved,bringing error reduction of 27% compared to the BOW approach.A comparison with the state of the art systems has shown that using these features,the classifier was able to achieve higher accuracy than any other machine learning-based classifier.The additional advantage of this approach is the fact that the new feature types were created using only the freely available tools like POS Tagger and WordNet and as such can be easily adapted to other question answering systems.
Our future work includes further tests and refining of the introduced feature types,especially the Syntactic-Semantic Structure,which in our opinion,posses the potential to provide higher coverage of various question categories. 
